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GUIDE TO THE A NNUAL REPORT
This is the annual report of Field & Game Australia (FGA) Inc. (ABN 79 042 436 123) for the 
financial year ending June 30, 2017. The report provides information from the Board, branches and 
stakeholders of FGA about the organisation’s operations and performance; and is presented at the 
Association’s Annual General Meeting (AGM). FGA cannot be held liable for any printing errors in this 
document.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
Contributors: Rachel Berry; David Hawker, AO; Peter Hawker; Darren Linton; David McNabb; Lauri 
Rowe; Daryl Snowdon; Robert Treble.
Printed by: Willprint, Shepparton.

FEEDBACK
We welcome your comments regarding this report. Send your feedback through to 
rachel.berry@fieldandgame.com.au or phone (03) 5799 0960.
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FIELD & G A ME AUSTRALIA
OUR MISSION

To be the most effective organisation in the promotion of hunting, 
recreational shooting, and habitat conservation.

WHO WE ARE
FGA was established in 1958 by hunters who were concerned at the loss of wetland habitat for 
the game birds they loved to observe and hunt. FGA is now the nation’s most progressive firearm, 
hunting, and conservation organisation, with nearly six decades of service to hunters, target shooters 
and conservation projects. It represents over 17,000 like-minded individuals in 67 branches across 
Australia, united by an interest in shooting and the desire to see Australia’s wetlands preserved for 
future generations.

OUR PATRONS
Professor Grahame Webb, 
BSc (Hons), PhD.
The Honourable David Hawker, AO.
Max Downes, BSc, PgD.

OUR VALUES
The purpose for which the Association is 
formed is to:

 � Specifically sustain, enhance, and nurture 
responsible activities of members.

 � Encourage, promote and practice the active 
conservation of game and habitat, and 
to undertake education and training of 
members to achieve that goal.

 � Cooperate with government agencies 
and landholders in the promotion of 
game hunting in an orderly and accepted 
manner, and to respect the privilege of gun 
ownership.

 � Promote public understanding and 
acceptance of our activities and to 
cooperate with other bodies which may 
have similar objectives.

 � Unite field sportsmen in the respect 
of game and habitat, to promote good 
sportsmanship through supervised 
shooting ranges and target shooting, and, 
where appropriate, to conduct local, state 
and national events to encourage the sport 
and stimulate participants to excel in their 
chosen pastime.

ACT
Canberra

NSW
Balranald
Bar-rook
Deniliquin
Goulburn Workers
Wagga Wagga

NT
Northern Territory

QLD
Burdekin
Capricornia
Queensland

SA
Barmera-Moorook
Keith
Kingston South East
Renmark/Berri
Waikerie

TAS
Dorset
Furneaux
Huon
South-East

VIC
Ararat/Stawell
Bairnsdale
Ballarat
Benalla
Bendigo
Casterton
Clunes
Cobram

Colac
Coleraine
Cranbourne
Darlington
Donald
Dunolly
Echuca-Moama
Frankston
Geelong
Grampians
Greenvale
Kyabram
Mallacoota
MCC Clay Target Club
Melbourne
Metropolitan
Minyip
Moe
Mornington
Morwell
Mount Wycheproof
Natimuk
Orbost
Pinegrove
Port Phillip
Portland/Heywood
Rushworth
Rutherglen
Sale
Seymour
Shepparton
South Gippsland
Sunraysia
Swan Hill
Timboon
Traralgon
Warrnambool
Westernport
Wodonga/Albury

WA
Broome

OUR BRANCHES 
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BOARD A ND STA F F
BOARD OF MANAGEMENT

LIFE MEMBERS
Dr Hugh Martin, MBE (Dec)

Ron Bryant (Dec)

Doug Hemingway, MBE (Dec)

Des Thomas, OAM (Dec)

Phil Brown, OAM

John Foster (Dec)

Rex Cambrey

Allan Graham

Ruby Cato (Dec)

Geoff Proudfoot

Gary Howard

Albert Chamberlain (Dec)

Graham Eames

Ian McLachlan

Ron Danby

Rick Foster

Russ Bate, OAM
National Office Staff, left to right: David McNabb (Chief Executive), Daryl Snowdon 
(Development Manager), Lauri Rowe (Membership Officer), Rachel Berry 
(Communications Officer).

NATIONAL OFFICE

Board Members, upper left to right: Rob Treble (Chairman), Peter Hawker (Vice 
Chairman), Bill Paterson, Angela Kloppenborg, Mark Daley, John Caven.

Rob and John’s terms will expire at the 2017 AGM. Co-opted members Jim 
Godden (right) and Scott Mitchell’s (far right) 12-month terms also expire at the 
2017 AGM.

BOARD TERMS AND ATTENDANCE

Board Member
Meetings

Term
Held Attended

Russ Bate 2 2 Ended 2016 AGM
John Caven 5 5 Ending 2017 AGM
Mark Daley 5 5 Year 2 of 3
Jim Godden 2 2 Ending 2017 AGM
Peter Hawker 5 5 Year 2 of 3
Angela Kloppenborg 5 5 Year 1 of 3
Scott Mitchell 2 1 Ending 2017 AGM
Bill Paterson 5 4 Year 1 of 3
Rob Treble 5 5 Ending 2017 AGM
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CHAIR MA N’S R EPO RT
The past 12 months has been 
extremely busy for FGA. The Board 
took the decision to commit to another 
year of our branding campaign, with 
the backdrop of well-funded, organised 
activism led by Animals Australia and 
supported by RSPCA and the Coalition 
Against Duck Shooting (CADS) in 2016. 
Going into 2017, we were unsure what 
to expect.

The National Carnival successfully went back-to-
back at Pinegrove with the full 504 competitors. 
The benefits of hosting the previous Nationals for 
Pinegrove FGA were plain to see with the purchase 
of an adjoining block of land, upgraded clubrooms, 
and new equipment. As an additional bonus 
there were no hailstones to put a dampener on 
the event! The Board has decided to expand the 
Nationals at Wodonga Albury in 2017, following 
feedback from competitors.
The roll-out of the online scoring system has 
commenced and will continue through the next 
12 months. This will allow the organisation to 
collect real data to evaluate handicap and the 
fairness of targets, and enables FGA to quantify 
participation and economic benefit of clay target 
shooting to both state and local communities.
The Board is pleased to have welcomed two 
new branches in South Australia; Waikerie and 
Renmark/Berri. Both branches have grown their 
membership since affiliation.
FGA has been active in all levels of government – federal, state and local – on a variety of issues 
relating to firearms, hunting and wetland conservation. This has resulted in a hefty workload of 
submissions for the FGA staff.

One key submission was made to RSPCA Victoria’s independent internal 
review, resulting in a retreat from activism by the organisation and 

silencing one of our critics.

I had the pleasure of opening Connewarre Wetland Centre near Geelong as part of FGA’s celebration 
of World Wetlands Day and recognition of over 40 years of continuous conservation work by the 
Geelong Branch on the Connewarre wetland system. I was also honoured to present two life 
memberships to Geelong Branch stalwarts.
FGA staff and Board members engaged hunters over opening weekend, CADS returned to their 
traditional activities, and there was little presence or activity from Animals Australia or the RSPCA. 
We ran a successful social media campaign with positive images of hunting, and affirmations of 
hunting with respect; however, the events at Koorangie State Game Reserve were disappointing.
FGA engaged government within 24 hours of the events at Koorangie and went on to gather a panel 
of hunters from around the state to draw on their experience, review what had occurred and discuss 
how to mitigate future events. The outcomes from this panel were presented to the Minister for 
Agriculture, Jaala Pulford.
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A key milestone this year was the Victorian Government’s acceptance of the key performance 
indicators for the Sustainable Hunting Action Plan (SHAP), which we developed with our colleagues 
from the Australian Deer Association (ADA). These will ensure that the outcomes promised in the 
plan will be delivered to Victorian Hunters and we continue to monitor the progress of the plan’s 
delivery.
FGA has participated in a workshop held by the Game Management Authority (GMA) as a response 
to the events on opening weekend. There will be some changes in 2018; however, these are yet 
to be finalised. The remainder of the season was unmarred by irresponsible hunting, with hunters 
enjoying getting a meal for their family and friends.
FGA and its member branches were successful in applying for Shooting Sports Facilities Program 
(SSFP) grants, resulting in new or upgraded clubrooms in our Bairnsdale, Sale and Port Phillip 
Branches. I had the pleasure of opening Sale and Bairnsdale’s new clubrooms. Numerous branches 
were also able to purchase new equipment or complete minor works.
FGA has been recognised as a sporting organisation by the Department of Sport and Recreation, 
which opens up possibilities for funding, and has enabled a number of our branches access to 
defibrillators through funding programs.
As a result of our branding campaign, our membership hit a peak of 18,460 in the last 12 months.
FGA are working on a Memorandum of Understanding with the North Central Catchment 
Management Authority (North Central CMA); the FGA team has been meeting and building a strong 
relationship with the North Central CMA and the Memorandum should allow us to work more 
closely with them on conservation projects in the north-west of Victoria.
FGA conservation effort remains steady with some 6,000 volunteer hours at the Heart Morass 
and the Connewarre Wetland Centre. We continue to partner with BugBlitz to educate children 
throughout Gippsland and hope to launch this activity at the Connewarre Wetland Centre in the year 
ahead.
Some of the FGA team will shortly be traveling to South Australia for a ‘town hall’ style meeting 
with our member branches over the border; we hope to hold these regularly in different locations to 
increase the contact between member branches and the FGA staff and Board.
I welcome Scott Mitchell and Jim Godden to the Board. Scott and Jim bring a range of skills to the 
Board and offer views from outside of Victoria. I also acknowledge and thank John Caven for his 
contribution to the Board, and thank the Board for their support over the year, particularly Peter 
Hawker and Bill Paterson, who have picked up many of the meetings that I was unable to attend. I 
also thank the FGA team of David, Lauri, Daryl, Rachel, Sarah and Ian for their contribution over the 
past year.

FGA continues to ‘punch above its weight’ and is the lead hunting 
organisation in the country. This is attributed to the teams’ drive to deliver 

quality outcomes for our member branches and broader membership.

The year ahead, FGA turns sixty, and we intend to celebrate! We are lobbying for an early 
announcement of the game bird seasons across the country, intend to complete the roll-out of 
the scoring system to member branches, and are looking to implement a new firearm insurance 
scheme for our members in the year to come.

Robert Treble
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CHIEF EXEC UTIV E’S  REPORT
It remains a privilege to report on our progress with achieving our objectives. 
Reflecting on 2016–17 demonstrates the inroads made in the face of 
significant challenges. It’s an important time as the Association rapidly 
approaches 60 years of contributions to practical wetland conservation, 
sustainable use of wildlife through hunting, and recreational shooting sports.

Conservation credentials accumulated through our 
long history of hunter-led practical conservation 
continue to be an important message to 
government and communities, with the Wetlands 
Environmental Taskforce (WET) Trust providing 
the special vehicle to deliver important projects.
I was privileged, again, to present a paper on 
behalf of FGA at the Sustainable Use of Wildlife 
through Conservation Symposium, hosted 
by the University of Queensland. Our paper 
recognised the modern approach to conservation 
is increasingly through private partnerships such 
as those established through the WET Trust. 
The conference was incredibly informative, and 
demonstrated there is much to be done if we are to 
adopt world best practice in game management. 
This opportunity is not difficult on face value; 
however, it requires government to move away 
from the extreme precaution typically applied to 
wildlife management.
The conference created opportunities to build 
on a long relationship with Fish & Game New 
Zealand, and create a new relationship with Delta 
Waterfowl from North America.
Our hunter-led conservation provided learnings 
from practical projects to support our advocacy 
efforts. We continue to actively engage research 
from Australia, as well as emerging research from 
overseas, to promote a science-led approach to 
game management and highlight the invaluable 
links between hunting and conservation. 
All too often restrictions on hunting is the 
response imposed as the solution to wildlife issues, where the critical issue is habitat, or the lack of 
knowledge that hunters can be incentivised to contribute through monitoring.
Hunting saw the results in nature’s response of an incredible breeding event to the favourable 
conditions throughout south eastern Australia. Ironically, it highlighted the gaps in science relied 
upon for game management decisions, or at least those precautionary decisions imposed on 
hunting. As always, wildlife took no heed of the decisions made in city offices, with an abundance 
of hunting opportunities available to hunters. This again reinforces why it’s vitally important that 
we continue our advocacy for habitat and water as the key requirements for healthy game bird 
populations, and that hunting has an important role.
The flaws identified last year from the channels of advice sought by Victorian Government was 
addressed in part, through advocacy and with bipartisan support; the Emergency Closures Advisory 
Committee was abolished with legislative changes. This continued our focus on establishing the 
GMA as the sole source of expert advice to government on game management and hunting related 
issues.
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The Victorian opening weekend required action to resolve issues caused by the minority. We have 
been at the forefront of addressing this, working closely with government to ensure any responses 
are appropriate and relevant. 
We continue to monitor the Northern Territory for decisions on their waterfowl hunting season. The 
most likely scenario, based on our experience, is the reliance on science that is incomplete yet leads 
to decisions that are absolute, imposing restrictions on hunters. These restrictions are relatively 
easy decisions for government, yet typically avoid a focus on improving habitat and access to water, 
the monitoring of game populations, an absence of strategies for the sustainable use of wildlife, nor 
do we see decisions made within a science-led adaptive framework.
The SHAP is now signed off by the Victorian Government. With 22 actions and funding secured, our 
focus is now on design and delivery of the projects. Along with our colleagues at ADA, we’ve worked 
closely with government to create transparency with progress of the projects, and accountability 
for the best use of the funding.
The 2018 Victorian State Budget delivered two new opportunities, thanks to the hard work by 
everyone involved with securing this funding. First is a feasibility study for the Willowmavin 
Shooting Complex, allowing us to put in place the Site Master Plan for this property. The other is 
funding for delivery of the Shotgunning Education Program. 
We continue with advocacy on behalf of firearm owners for decisions to be based on facts, not 
instinct or prejudice. The case study has been the reclassification of a lever action shotgun; while 
this has proven unsuccessful, it demonstrates these issues are continually based on politics and 
perception, not the technical merits of the debate. Similarly, we experienced significant barriers 
while attempting to represent our South Australian members on firearm issues. Regulations have 
now been passed in that Parliament which impose further restrictions on firearm owners.
The National Carnival returned to Pinegrove, another great event thanks to all the dedicated and 
passionate volunteers, and the support of our sponsors. The 2016 National Carnival generated over 
$380,000 for the Pinegrove region in clay target tourism, and enhancements to the event continue 
to achieve our objective of making this bigger and better for the host branch and their community, 
our members, and our sponsors. 
Our community reach is enhanced with continued growth of our branch network, and this year we 
welcome Waikerie and Renmark/Berri to the FGA community. We’re delighted to share common 
objectives and working together the branches are growing their membership. Working with our 
South Australian branches and members reinforces the importance of defending the links between 
conservation and hunting, and providing access to shooting sports.
As we enter 2017–18 our focus continues on the key issues for conservation, hunting, and 
recreational shooting. We commit our resources to supporting local voices with local insights on 
local issues, with access to a national perspective, research and advice.

Our advocacy efforts provide a voice to government for our members, 
which requires resources and sound strategies to focus our efforts.

None of this is possible without dedicated, passionate, people. Our fantastic volunteers work 
incredibly hard to make it possible for our members to contribute to conservation activities, have 
access to hunting and participate in clay target shooting sports. 
Thanks to my team for continuing to deliver in the face of numerous challenges and tight deadlines.  

David McNabb
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FUNDING FO R THE F UTURE
The Victorian Government’s SSFP funding has delivered over $1 million to our 
branches in the 2016–17 financial year.

The second year of SSFP has delivered fantastic support to shooting sports, stimulating significant 
construction and revitalisation projects across our Victorian branch network. 

Branch Amount Funding for...
Ararat Stawell $10,000 Traps, equipment and improvements for storage and safety.
Bairnsdale $78,437 Improvements to offer multiple disciplines at ground.
Clunes $19,709 Renovation of club kitchen, improvements for clubrooms.
Donald $41,922 Renovations to facilities, new traps and equipment.
Dunolly $5,585 New traps and equipment.
FGA National $98,917 Equipment storage shed, equipment for Willowmavin.
Geelong $100,000 New traps and equipment, earthworks, range improvements
Kilmore $20,000 New traps and equipment.
Melbourne $39,308 Tower upgrades, new traps and equipment.
Moe $24,593 Traps, firefighting and maintenance equipment, renovations.
Morwell $23,885 Kitchen fitout, clubroom renovations and improvements.
Pinegrove $99,247 Purchase of adjoining land, new traps and equipment.
Port Phillip $99,801 Ground refurbishment, traps and maintenance equipment.
Sale $31,850 Firefighting equipment trailer, new traps.
South Gippsland $10,984 New electricity generator.
Sunraysia $30,956 Traps, trailers and equipment.
Traralgon $78,961 Clubhouse renovations, storage shed extension.
Warrnambool $100,000 Purchase of land to extend the range.
Wodonga Albury $93,249 New kitchen, upgrades to facilities and equipment.
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DINNER PL ANS:  W IL D FOOD STRATEGY
Australian wild food is some of the best in the world, with variety that’s 
second-to-none. Whether it’s feathered or furred game, there is no substitute 
for the flavour and quality that comes with genuine free-range food.

FGA has hosted Dr Scott Petrie (Delta Waterfowl, USA) and Ramsey Russell (GetDucks.com, USA) 
at separate exclusive game nights in conjunction with chef Riccardo Momesso of 400 Gradi and 
winemaker Matt Fowles of Fowles Wine. 
Both chef and winemaker appreciate the flavour, versatility and sustainability of game harvested 
from the wild. FGA’s game dinners highlight the hunter’s creed: take only what you need, respect 
the beast or bird, and enjoy putting wild food on the table for family and friends.
Dr Scott Petrie was in Australia in September 2016 to present as a keynote speaker at the 
Conservation through Sustainable Use of Wildlife Symposium and his perspective on the undeniable 
link between hunting and conservation struck a chord with the many academics and government 
officials at the conference.
Ramsey Russell came out to Australia in May 2017 as preparation for a new duck hunting program 
through GetDucks.com and was gracious enough to set aside an evening for FGA. Ramsey 
commented that Australia’s robust hunting community was extremely fortunate to have an active 
organisation such as FGA, and also remarked on the evening itself:

“An incredible meal among passionate waterfowlers, and the opportunity 
to talk about duck hunting? I was in hog heaven.”

CONVERSATION STARTERS
Going forward, it’s clear that wild food offers 
more than just flavour and nutrition; it’s a 
starting point to hold a conversation about 
hunting. FGA recognises these conversations 
as vitally important for education and 
engagement around responsible, sustainable 
hunting.
Field & Game magazine has featured cooks 
and chefs making our amazing wild food into 
incredible dishes; our annual Politicians’ Clay 
Target event has featured game on the menu 
wherever possible.
While there are regulatory hurdles still in 
place that prevent a wider range of wild game 
appearing in your butcher or supermarket, 
FGA, along with the ADA, are working with the 
Victorian State Government to remove these 
hurdles.
The Victorian Government’s SHAP offers a 
pathway to enable more widespread enjoyment 
of wild-harvested game, with a commitment 
to investigating and reducing barriers to the 
processing of wild-harvested game meat.
The ability to share the harvest more widely 
has the potential to bring the conversation  
about responsible, sustainable hunting into the 
mainstream.
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FINANC IA L R EPO RT
While it is pleasing to report that FGA’s financial position is back in positive 
territory after defending the Association’s culture, values, and hunting 
activities against its adversaries; we are budgeting for continued costs in 
advertising and marketing activities to continue to defend duck hunting, while 
building our cash reserves for the future.

For many years, FGA has adjusted membership income to account for the pro-rata unexpired portion 
of membership payments. On advice to be more consistent in reporting membership income, FGA 
will report membership income on a cash basis. This change of policy reversed the cumulative prior 
year adjustments ($800,000) which was transferred from liabilities to equity in the balance sheet. 
However, it also had the effect of increasing 2017 income by $29,563 compared to the old policy, 
this amount is disclosed in the approved, audited financial accounts.

PROFIT/LOSS STATEMENT FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2017
Income 2016–17 2015–16
Revenue $1,786,113 $1,611,437
Other Income $27,827 $96,996
Expenditure 2016–17 2015–16
Advertising $247,203 $225,363
Depreciation/Amortisation $30,871 $29,831
Employee Wages and Benefits $461,085 $483,838
Other Expenses $1,005,288 $1,260,322
Profit/(Loss) for the year $69,493 ($290,921)

The operating net profit after depreciation for the year was $69,493, which includes:
 � Recognition of Membership Subscription revenue: $29,563
 � State Government Funding to develop a scoring system for branches: $52,183
 � Bequest: $20,936
 � Donation of Branch Rebates to defend duck hunting: $74,861
 � Increase in Membership subscriptions: $88,754

A prior year adjustment was made for a gratuity of $5,200 to Rod Drew, and FGA will sponsor the 
WET Trust $3,150 for Head and Wing research.

Grants$27,827

Sales of Products and Services$128,086

Branch Rebates$187,757

Membership$1,357,320

Interest$7,458

Donations$105,491

2016–17 INCOME BREAKDOWN
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Membership numbers continue to be stable, 
with new member branches on-board in South 
Australia. The National Office is operating on low 
overheads, with salary costs reduced by $21,366.
Advertising and member communication costs 
had a combined increase of $21,840.
Print and stationery costs were reduced due 
to implementation of text messaging for 
membership renewal reminders, which have a 
much lower individual cost compared to mailouts 
via Australia Post.
Total cost savings $51,796 have been achieved, 
mainly attributed to not replacing staff and mail 
house savings via Australia Post.
There has been no change with the magazine 
format that incurred additional initial costs, 
but now over the medium term, the publishing 
contract is now providing financial benefit to the 
Association.
FGA continues to have strong income, the 
Board’s focus will continue to be on member 
communications and benefits which will lead to 
an increase in overheads in the future.
The 2017–18 financial year will begin with a 
$65,000 reduction in working capital due to 
additional spending commitments. This additional 
spend is mainly attributed to the approval of 
Victorian State Government grant proposals 
materialising. We will continue to promote a 
positive image to the greater community about 
conservation, hunting and clay target shooting on 
behalf of FGA’s members. 

Peter Hawker

CASH AND TERM DEPOSITS
30 June 2017

$979,453
30 June 2016

$875,896
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Cash and Cash Equivalents$979,453

Trade and Receivables$452,660

Inventories$25,265

Property, Plant, Equipment$1,300,351

Intangible Assets$43,539

Other Assets$29,971
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FIELD & GAME AUSTRALIA 2016–17 ASSETS

FIELD & GAME AUSTRALIA 2016–17 LIABILITIES

WET TRUST ASSETS AND LIABILITIES 2016–17

Assets and Liabilities 2016–17 2015–16
Current Assets $297,017 $268,820
Non-current Assets $2,745,546 $2,757,333
Total Assets $3,042,563 $3,026,153
Current Liabilities $2,816 $5,232
Non-current Liabilities $418,727 $418,727
Total Liabilities $421,543 $425,959
Net Assets $2,621,020 $2,602,194
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MEMBERSHIP R EPO RT
FGA saw a greater rate of membership growth in the 2016-17 period, illustrated by the steeper 
curve at the beginning of the 2016-17 membership year.

Other232

Super Junior312

Junior/Student241

Family1,635

Pensioner1,716

Adult13,709

17,845 MEMBERS
March 31, 2017
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2016 MEMB ER AWA RDS
MEMBER SERVICE AWARD

Phil Evans, Port Phillip Branch
Phil Evans was awarded a Member Service Award at the 2016 AGM for his outstanding and lengthy 
service to the Port Phillip Branch. Phil has served as the Secretary of Port Phillip FGA for over 
20 years, and has also held Membership Secretary and Target Coordinator roles while providing 
support at corporate events, training days and countless working bees. Phil’s commitment and 
support for the branch have played a large part in Port Phillip FGA’s growth and success.

SPECIAL RECOGNITION
Simon Webster, Bairnsdale Branch

A special recognition certificate was presented to Simon Webster for his leadership and commitment 
to advocacy at a local level, and representation and promotion of FGA values. Simon has gone above 
and beyond in promoting FGA’s commitment to conservation through different community projects 
and programs, building relationships as well as providing information and education for the next 
generation of wetland and waterfowl enthusiasts.

MILES TO NES
RSPCA ACTIVISM OUTED

This year FGA and ADA collaborated to make a submission to the RSPCA’s 
independent internal review.

The RSPCA has been subject to growing criticism in previous years, particularly where it concerns 
duck hunting. The Society has campaigned to ban duck hunting entirely for several years, which 
demonstrates a conflict of interest between its role as a regulator, and its ideological agenda – an 
agenda which has seen the RSPCA transform into an animal rights organisation. This conflict and 
transformation were highlighted in FGA and ADA’s joint submission to the review.
The review, led by Neil Comrie, AO, APM (former chief commissioner of Victoria Police) stated clearly 
that the RSPCA was paying a price for its conflict of interest:

“The position of government officials was that the reputation of the 
RSPCA as a trusted partner had been compromised by its activism.”

Both FGA and the ADA have been calling out the RSPCA’s conflict between activism and enforcement 
for many years, and believe the recommendations of the RSPCA Victoria review should be adopted 
by RSPCA nationally.
It will be interesting to see whether the RSPCA does withdraw from activism entirely, or if it simply 
sub-contracts controversial, public activism activities to groups such as Animals Australia.
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THE CAMPAIGN CONTINUES
FGA has continued its campaign with a second year of “Australia’s most 
surprising conservationists”, and partnered with Kubota to offer an amazing 
prize for one lucky member.

Building on the foundation of our Brand Ambassadors, FGA has continued to educate and inform the 
public about the links between hunting and conservation and to attract members to the Association.
While FGA is Australia’s premier duck hunting organisation, a membership survey conducted in 
2013 showed us that our members are also keen anglers and hunt furred game as well as having a 
love of wild duck, and a love of the great outdoors in general.
This lead us to develop a campaign that focuses on getting out and about into wild places, and 
Kubota provided a great tool to help. Our membership promotion has added to our growing numbers 
and it’s placed FGA firmly as an Association which is serious about offering more - not just for 
duck hunting, but for all types of people seeking adventure and connection with nature in the great 
outdoors.
In addition to attracting more members, the campaign has grown awareness of FGA, hunting, 
conservation, and the other activities of our members and branches. It’s important not to lose sight 
of the bigger picture, where FGA strives to be the most effective organisation in the promotion of 
hunting, recreational shooting, and habitat conservation; but building awareness of who we are and 
what we do has also delivered benefits for the advocacy and representation efforts made by FGA.
It is likely that FGA will continue with marketing and promotion as the Association moves towards 
its future strategies and aims. Stay tuned!
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WETL AND S ENV IR O NMENTAL TASKFORCE
WHERE TO NOW FOR WETLANDS ENVIRONMENTAL TASKFORCE?

FGA members have an enviable record when it comes to conservation as 
evidenced by the Heart Morass purchase; more recently, the Connewarre 
Wetland Project; and of course the remarkable foresight to save nearly 200 
wetlands in Victoria by funding their purchase through hunter licence fees, 
creating State Game Reserves.

The continuing generous support by the Hugh Williamson Foundation both for the purchase of the 
Heart Morass, and the brilliant BugBlitz school education program broadens the recognition of this 
conservation role.
The Heart Morass had a very successful 10-year celebration day last October with over 400 people 
attending. The efforts of the Sale Branch, led by Gary Howard, and the work done by Matt Bowler 
and the West Gippsland CMA in organising the day was appreciated by all who attended. Martin 
Carlson, Chairman of the Trustees of the Hugh Williamson Foundation recounted how they became 
involved through their commitment to the environment. Artwork done by students involved with 
BugBlitz was on display for all to admire. Some of the statistics about the Heart are well worth 
recording: 

 � Volunteers have planted 50,000 indigenous trees and encouraged the stunning regrowth of 
native cover by collecting seed from 50 species.

 � More than 20,000 tonnes of invasive carp have been removed.
 � Under the outstanding efforts of John Caldow, more than 5,000 students and teachers have 
taken part in BugBlitz education days at the Heart. 

Martin informs me that the combined contribution by the Hugh Williamson Foundation to assist 
the purchase of the three properties containing the Heart Morass, and to BugBlitz, now exceeds 
$2.3 million – a truly remarkable contribution by any measure. As Martin has said, “No-one expected 
the Heart to be what it is today”.
FGA members similarly have made a huge voluntary contribution in both time and money with 
hands-on conservation.
Matt Bowler reports that the dry winter and work with Gary have led to some good work on weed 
control at the Heart, assisted by a $30,000 grant from the State Government to run a pilot project. 
It is also anticipated that funding of $200,000 for an improved water regulator will also come from 
the State.
Publicity for the Heart has gone international with a television documentary being made by 
Hokkaido Television for airing in Japan this year.
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The Connewarre Wetland Centre was officially opened by Danielle Green MP, Parliamentary 
Secretary for Regional Victoria in February this year marking a great achievement by the Geelong 
FGA Branch, ably led by Trent Leen. 
Martin Carlson together with Trent and the Geelong Branch are working to start another BugBlitz 
program for nearby schools.
Direct support from Winchester Australia to the WET Trust through the donation of $5 from the 
sale of every case of steel shot cartridges is much appreciated. 
The challenge facing all members now is how to build on these achievements of showing that it 
is the hunters who lead the way on wetland conservation. With the increasing urbanisation of our 
population it is more important than ever to spread our message to the wider community. The 
future of game hunting hangs on our ability to demonstrate and promote it.

David Hawker, AO
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HUNT ING A ND G AME MANAGEMENT
ADDRESSING THE ISSUES

FGA was on the ground near Kerang as events unfolded on opening weekend 
this year. We took immediate action, both publicly and behind the scenes, and 
adopted a leadership role in addressing the issues.

As an organisation we called a summit to draw on the experience and wisdom of our members and 
other leaders in the hunting community, to discuss the events of opening weekend, identify causes 
of illegal hunting, and to identify a way forward to protect the reputation of law-abiding hunters 
and the long-term future of duck hunting.
Seven areas of focus were identified at the summit.
Trust and Credibility. The actions of a few tarnished the reputation and credibility of many, and FGA 
has continued to engage with multiple agencies and government to ensure that hunters and their 
interests are represented. In the absence of meaningful enforcement, however, the loss of trust will 
continue to impact on all hunters.
Loss of Access to Public Land. The direct result of the actions of a few follows on from the loss of 
trust and credibility, which is the loss of access to public land for hunting. The actions of these few 
have had a direct impact on the many.
Enforcement Efforts. A variety of reasons and restrictions are hampering the ability for enforcement 
resources to be effective.
In 2015, we wrote to the GMA about the concentration of taxpayer-funded resources being 
used mainly for crowd control of anti-hunting activists, and this year we observed once again, 
enforcement focused away from monitoring hunting activity.

FGA continues to advocate for a critical review of the effectiveness of 
existing enforcement methods and improving the monitoring of hunters.

Education. Education is a critical component, directly linked with the regulation and enforcement 
of responsible hunting. How does a new hunter learn about hunting with respect, or their ethical 
obligations while hunting? FGA has identified opportunities to incorporate hunter education as part 
of the accreditation and licensing process that all lawful hunters go through. Education is a critical 
componant of regulation and we believe the GMA has a significant role to play.
Culture and Diversity. The hunting community is diverse, with members from many cultural 
backgrounds. We celebrate this diversity and it also presents challenges. Some groups may hold 
different attitudes to hunting due to their background, or there may be a language barrier which 
makes it difficult to engage with these groups.
FGA has identified some areas where we can do more, as the premier duck hunting organisation 
in Australia, but with so many different cultures and backgrounds, multiple, complex solutions are 
necessary to improve outcomes for hunting.
Communication and Setting Expectations. FGA will continue to communicate the positive stories 
around hunting: the sustainable, ethical harvest of amazing wild food, the enjoyment our beautiful 
wetland habitats, and spending time with family and friends, connecting with nature.
FGA encourages responsible hunters to act as leaders among the community.
Risk Management. One major issue that emerged from our summit was that of managing risks. FGA 
has been advocating for some time that a more flexible, adaptable approach is needed.
We are still seeing decisions made around public land where there are only two choices considered: 
keep the land open, or close it completely. FGA takes issue with this approach as a complete closure 
removes opportunities to learn. If we’re able to learn more about how different non-game birds 
react when hunting occurs around them, we’ll be better able to make informed decisions in future if, 
and when, they are present on land normally open for hunting in future.
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These seven areas of focus make it clear that there’s a lot of work to do, and while the opening 
weekend shook up the hunting community, we had a strong response from our members.

FGA is proud to have such motivated members: it’s with your help that 
we’ll keep delivering for hunting in the years to come. As our predecessors 
did in the late 1950s and early 1960s, we’ve identified issues that will 

affect hunting in the years to come, and we’re working to protect it.

WATERFOWL COUNTS
The table below incorporates the totals from the November 2016 and February 2017 waterfowl 
counts.

Species
Region (Victoria)

Total
Gippsland North East North West Port Phillip South West

Mountain Duck 2,084 230 288 30,640 76,690 109,932
Broods 23 40 115 500 88 766
Pacific Black Duck 1,117 2,814 1,507 1,066 6,640 13,144
Broods 17 111 150 8 50 336
Grey Teal 4,569 8,839 7,367 6,000 37,006 63,781
Broods 0 220 113 0 456 789
Chestnut Teal 1,925 1,940 107 9,132 7,431 20,535
Broods 42 0 0 0 16 58
Blue-winged Shoveller* 20 17 87 409 3,576 4,109
Broods 0 0 10 0 7 17
Pink-eared Duck 13 338 4,757 1,000 2,223 8,331
Broods 0 0 3 0 2 5
Hardhead 133 102 300 5 485 1,025
Broods 0 0 13 0 9 22
Australian Wood Duck 715 578 1,002 294 1,675 4,264
Broods 15 12 24 0 62 113
Total Game 10,673 15,241 15,843 49,054 136,416 227,227
Freckled Duck 0 0 6 302 3 311
Broods 0 0 0 0 0 0
Total Game and Protected 10,673 15,241 15,849 49,356 136,419 227,538

* Blue-winged Shovellers were removed from the list of game bird species for the 2017 Victorian Duck Season.

PEST AND VERMIN
The 2016–17 period has seen a marked decrease in the number of pest animals reported to have 
been removed by FGA branches and their members. Some branches, however, have demonstrated 
increased efforts. The members at Sale Branch in particular have almost doubled their hunting time 
compared to last year and have more than tripled the number of pest animals they’ve removed.

Branch

Species Taken
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Expenses Total
Fox Feral 

Cat Rabbit Feral 
Dog

Feral 
Pig

Feral 
Goat Hare Other

Mornington 22 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 157 232 $880  $6,715 
Rushworth 121 0 2 0 0 0 18 0 352 880 $300  $18,780
Sale 162 0 200 0 0 5 0 0 254 2,136 $2,255  $38,105
South Gippsland 14 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 97 284 $950  $6,665
Total 319 0 208 0 0 5 19 0 860 3,532 $4,385 $70,265
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SIMUL ATED F IEL D
2016 NATIONAL CARNIVAL

Pinegrove stepped up for a second year hosting the National Carnival, but 
they didn’t settle for a repeat, they made it bigger and better.

Steve Koch was his usually understated self when summing up the success of the National Carnival. 
“I think we’ve done pretty well,” he said during a brief chat before he got back to work.
However, the praise for the event was universal with shooters, sponsors and spectators all enjoying 
the expanded clubrooms and the additional space on the shooting grounds provided by the recent 
acquisition of adjacent farmland.
FGA’s then Chairman, Bill Paterson, summed it up. “Their performance this year has been 
remarkable,” he said.

“The feedback has been excellent, people are really appreciative of the 
targets, they are all presentable, and they are all hittable.”

Pinegrove president Brook Nichol said having the extra paddock freed up space for more corssing 
targets but also made the squads flow better.
Brook said the pistol club and community members made an enormous contribution to the event, 
and he made special mention of FGA Development Manager Daryl Snowdon who literally slept at 
the club during crucial preparations.
Brook said the combination of successful grant 
applications and two years of hosting the 
Nationals had set the club up for the long term.
“We’ve doubled the size of our clubhouse and 
bought nearly 90 acres of land, that would have 
taken us 30 years and we would have been in 
debt to do it.”
Bill Paterson said key sponsors Winchester 
Australia, Beretta Australia, IntoShooting, GB 
Corsivia, Blaser, Raytrade, Perazzi, Kubota and 
event insurer Marsh Advantage Insurance were 
crucial to the success of the Carnival.

2016 NATIONAL CHAMPION
Robert Hall was the 2016 National Champion, 
a title he says is a triumph of mind over 
mechanics.
Hall shot 139 off the gun to win the title, taking 
every target in isolation and demonstrating a 
newfound focus, honed with the help of his 
father, Peter, and mentor John Younger.
Robert was full of praise for the ground setting 
and presentation of targets across the two 
days.
“I think the targets are world class, I’ve shot all 
around the world and these were top targets, 
there were some long ones but short ones too, 
those little dinky ones, the targets have been 
great.”

Above: 2016 National Champion Robert Hall
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HEADING FOR WODONGA ALBURY
The National Carnival will head to Wodonga Albury in 2017 and plans to welcome a record number 
of squads.
President Bruce Lennon said the branch felt ready to host another National Carnival, and the terrain 
at the Wodonga Albury ground will lend itself to interesting targets.
“It is hilly, we have a nice big hill we can go around which leads to flatter ground but we also have 
gullys so you can shoot down, overall it is an interesting range and there’s no limit to the type of 
targets you can throw,” Bruce said.
The ground is only 15 minutes outside Wodonga, which should attract more families, while the 
facilities have the capacity to host an increased number of competitors.

Above: Ladies’ Champion Renae Birgan

Perazzi Australia High Gun
Robert Hall (139/150)
AA Grade
1st Sox Pilipasidis (136/150)
2nd Michael Keirl (143/159)
3rd Jeremy Paglia (140/159)
A Grade
1st Matthew Hall (128/150)
2nd Robin Shawyer (128/159)
3rd Patrick O’Brien (126/159)
B Grade
1st Aron Little (112/150)
2nd David Mioni (110/150)
3rd Damien Porta (108/150)
C Grade
1st Mark Kivinen (89/150)
2nd Josh Simms (88/150)
3rd Matthew Brown (79/150)
Winchester Veterans
1st Alan Backman (120/150)
2nd Tony Power (126/162)
3rd Warwick Cumberland (124/162)

Blaser Ladies
1st Renae Birgan (125/150)
2nd Felicity Paglia (122/150)
3rd Kelly Norris (118/150)
Raytrade Juniors
1st Luke Willemsen (127/150)
2nd Bryce Paglia (122/150)
3rd Alex Kalogerakis (119/150)
Raytrade Sub-Juniors
1st Thomas Bilney (113/150)
2nd Mark Du Rose (112/150)
3rd Samuel Russo (104/150)
IntoShooting Junior Team Event
1st Port Phillip (165) 
 Bryce Paglia, Mark Du Rose, 
 Daniel Loughridge
2nd Casterton Cats (127) 
 James Boulton, Paddy 
 Sheahan, Casey Jones
3rd Up and Comers (120) 
 Ryan Clark, Tynan O’Grady,  
 Maxine Campbell

IntoShooting Branch Team Event
1st A-Team (217) 
 John Younger, Justin Little, 
 Aron Little, Michael Notaro.
2nd PP1 (212) 
 Anthony Panetta, Matthew 
 Harris-Spencer, William 
 Paterson, John Wheeler
3rd ABZ Shooting (207) 
 Frank Cefai, William Camilleri, 
 Emmanuel Attard, Andrew  
 Portelli
GB Corsivia National Handicap
1st Sox Pilipasidis (142)
2nd Timothy Micallef (142)
3rd Jeremy Paglia (141)
4th Blake Nankervis (141)
5th Michael Keirl (141)
6th Patrick O’Brien (141)
7th Paul Smith (140)
8th Felicity Paglia (140)
9th Matthew Hall (140)
10th David Mioni (140) 
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CLAY TARGET PARTICIPATION
Clay target shooting continues to be popular among our members and a growing branch network

Branch
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Bairnsdale 480 55 34 49 52 670 625 73,900
Ballarat 892 46 27 29 62 1,056 600 79,200
Balranald 112 8 17 2 14 153 200 15,300
Bar-rook 379 36 68 52 43 578 810 59,240
Benalla 758 60 60 44 67 989 830 76,845
Capricornia 53 5 4 0 0 62 200 2,100
Casterton 381 11 64 0 78 534 635 43,865
Clunes 800 47 33 29 77 986 750 74,275
Cobram 87 2 4 2 4 99 150 7,425
Coleraine 154 6 37 0 24 221 175 20,650
Cranbourne 759 47 34 0 80 920 800 76,050
Donald 30 4 2 0 5 41 75 3,075
Dunolly 290 22 12 11 34 369 225 20,175
Echuca/Moama 793 114 33 46 57 1,043 866 104,617
Furneaux 224 9 68 0 0 301 975 27,350
Goulburn 309 22 13 0 21 365 600 36,500
Huon 132 1 4 1 15 153 615 11,240
Keith 161 9 9 1 0 180 425 10,750
Kilmore 291 5 10 14 4 324 200 21,275
Kingston SE 179 15 1 5 28 228 350 16,400
Mallacoota 16 4 2 0 19 41 225 3,075
Metropolitan 245 2 3 8 23 281 325 22,775
Minyip 482 41 34 39 60 656 575 49,350
Moe 94 8 7 1 8 118 150 8,850
Mornington 312 22 32 0 0 366 525 18,700
Morwell 436 24 9 6 47 522 600 39,150
Mt Wycheproof 69 4 3 0 5 81 100 8,100
Natimuk 911 57 33 22 79 1,102 803 92,280
Northern Territory 686 54 20 8 3 771 700 58,175
Pinegrove 414 33 25 26 46 544 450 40,800
Port Phillip 1,071 52 65 36 83 1,307 950 102,500
Renmark/Berri 49 4 2 1 0 56 275 5,225
Sale 935 118 56 106 109 1,324 425 70,000
Shepparton 617 18 108 97 24 864 845 87,640
South East 47 1 0 3 5 56 325 3,825
South Gippsland 625 59 47 0 43 774 680 52,765
Sunraysia 888 56 40 0 30 1,014 1,057 121,319
Timboon 504 26 32 2 50 614 900 58,150
Traralgon 45 4 3 2 8 62 75 4,650
Wagga Wagga 314 20 20 0 2 356 669 26,333
Warrnambool 621 21 66 0 50 758 740 63,415
Westernport 628 48 39 0 67 782 675 68,700
Wodonga/Albury 243 18 10 11 15 297 475 39,500
Total 17,516 1,218 1,190 653 1,441 22,018 22,650 1,825,509

Unlisted branches either do not have grounds or hold shoot events, or have not returned their participation forms to the 
National Office.
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BRANCH AWAR D S
BLUE WING TROPHY CONSERVATION AWARD

Geelong FGA
Geelong members have played a pivotal role in establishing the Connewarre Wetland Centre, 
including the relocation and refurbishment of the building itself as well as extensive landscaping, 
earthworks and cleanup tasks. Geelong’s members also contributed to research into avian influenza 
which involves trapping, testing and measuring native game birds before banding and releasing 
them. Geelong have also established a nest box monitoring program which is delivering results at 
the Connewarre site.

MEDIA AWARD
Northern Territory FGA

The 2016 Media Award was won by the Northern Territory Branch for their extensive, positive 
promotion of hunting and recreational shooting. The Northern Territory Branch feature in regular 
newspaper columns and engage with local media to promote special events. The members and 
committee at Northern Territory FGA are motivated and passionate about sharing the good news 
about FGA’s values and objectives and are keen to share success stories, whether it’s a funding 
boost through a grant or a good attendance at a shooting event.

VERMIN CONTROL AWARD
Benalla FGA

The Benalla members have shown a true commitment with over 2,700 hours spent during the year, 
travelling and hunting. This volunteer conservation hunting equates to over $43,000 of value at no 
cost to the taxpayer and removes introduced pests such as foxes and rabbits which put pressure on 
both our native wildlife and primary producers.
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